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to me, this is the absolute easiest audio editor to use. most of the utilities and features are pretty much the same as a typical daw (digital audio workstation). but theres also a two-track recorder, effects, a dynamic equalizer, a reverb/chorus, and three different levels of compression. theres no sound design or hardware mixing here. instead,
theres a bunch of effects you can apply to the tracks, including time-stretching and pitch shifting. i think users may get a little overwhelmed at first, but then will appreciate how easy this program is to use. picture-in-picturestudio 11 offers advanced editing features, special effects, and integrated dvd authoring, all within their intuitive user
interface. the picture-in-picture feature gives the user several options and includes 3-d shadowing effects. the pip position and size can be changed with simple mouse strokes. users also have access to hd editing, custom key frames, surround sound editing, graphic overlays, scrolling titles, picture-in-picture or chromakey (green screen) for
the ultimate in creating backgrounds without having to be on site. if youre looking for a beginner sound editor that will get you up and running fast, pinnacle studio is a good bet. it doesnt come with a lot of bells and whistles, but it does offer a very user-friendly interface, easy audio editing, and a few nice effects. it does have a fair number

of options, so youll need to familiarize yourself with the interface, but even experienced editors will be surprised at how much they can do with this program.
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